Probabilistic programming systems make machine learning more modular by automating inference. Recent work by Shan and Ramsey makes inference more modular by automating conditioning. Their technique uses a symbolic program transformation that treats conditioning generally via the measure-theoretic notion of disintegration. This technique, however, is limited to conditioning a single scalar variable. As a step towards modular inference for realistic machine learning applications, we have extended the disintegration algorithm to symbolically condition arrays in probabilistic programs. The extended algorithm implements lifted disintegration, where repetition is treated symbolically and without unrolling loops. The technique uses a language of index variables for tracking expressions at various array levels. We find that the method works well for arbitrarily-sized arrays of independent random choices, with the conditioning step taking time linear in the number of indices needed to select an element. 
INTRODUCTION
The guiding principle of machine learning is that of improving from experience. By using data to enhance our knowledge of the world, we can perform more effectively at tasks such as predicting the topics of documents or calculating the chance of heart attacks. The task at hand often determines the formalism for mechanically learning from data, and Bayesian techniques in particular are useful across a large class of problems.
Bayesian analyses consist of modeling followed by inference. In the modeling step we use probability distributions to express our beliefs prior to observing any data. In the inference step we answer questions posterior to observing data.
For example, say we want to analyze the running time of an iterative algorithm. We might model the algorithm as taking some initialization time along with some constant time per iteration. A Bayesian linear regression model would suit this analysis. Fig. 1 shows a Bayesian linear regression model. The goal of linear regression is to fit a linecharacterized by its slope a and intercept b-through a collection of points. In the Bayesian setting, we develop this by: We observe x +ϵ and want to infer a distribution over a and b using this model.
• stating our prior beliefs about the slope and intercept-modeled here as Gaussian distributions with fixed means (µ a , µ b ) and standard deviations (σ a , σ b )-and • acknowledging the noise inherent in our measurements-modeled by ϵ here as a standard Gaussian distribution.
The variables a and b map to the time-per-iteration and the initialization time respectively. The variable i maps to the number of iterations for which we run our algorithm. Ideally we would run this experiment for various values of i-and this motivates our paper-but it is nevertheless instructive to understand how a Bayesian analysis is informed by a single data-point.
Having specified our model, we move on to the inference step, where we want to answer questions about the line (a · i +b) in light of a noisy measurement of the running time (x + ϵ). Inference techniques require three quantities -the model, a data-introducing condition such as x +ϵ = t, and the question of interest such as "What is the expected value of a?", or "What is the most likely value of b?". Inference consists of conditioning, which combines the model and the condition, followed by querying, which processes the question of interest.
Although modeling and inference are separate steps in theory, implementations of Bayesian techniques intertwine the two in practice. To classify documents by their topics, for example, the prevalent approach is to customize an inference algorithm towards a particular model [Asuncion et al. 2009; Resnik and Hardisty 2009] . Consequently, a small change to the task on paper (adjusting the model) can lead to a disproportionately large change to the implementation in code.
Probabilistic programming is about decoupling models and inference. With the advent of probabilistic programming languages, we are able to reuse an inference method on different models [Goodman et al. 2008; Milch et al. 2007] , and try out different inference methods on a fixed model Narayanan et al. 2016; Wood et al. 2014] . This separation frees the implementor to explore trade-offs between intricate models and sophisticated inference methods.
Similarly, although conditioning and querying are separate steps of inference in theory, implementations of inference intertwine the two in practice. Shan and Ramsey [2017] show that we can decouple conditioning and querying using the measure-theoretic notion of disintegration (as advocated by Chang and Pollard [1997] ). We adopt this approach and implement a modular inference technique where the first part of inference performs conditioning and returns a distribution that will be separately queried by the second part of inference.
Currently, modular inference techniques that separate out conditioning can only be used for small quantities of observational data. The existing methods simply unroll larger structures [Gehr et al. 2016; Shan and Ramsey 2017] , resulting in severe code growth. We desire an automatic conditioning method that observes multiply-indexed arrays of data symbolically and without unrolling. In this paper we achieve this goal via a technique that extends disintegration to handle arrays.
Before we describe array disintegration (in sections 4 and 5), we set up disintegration on a language without arrays (in sections 2 and 3). We use the running example in the rest of this section to describe modeling and inference in the context of probabilistic programming languages.
Models as Probabilistic Programs
Probabilistic programs express Bayesian models. Let us revisit the Bayesian linear regression model, which we can express as the following probabilistic program:
blr : M (R × (R × R)) blr = do {a normal µ a σ a ; b normal µ b σ b ; x return (a i + b); ϵ normal 0 1; return (x + ϵ , (a , b))}
This program is written in a probabilistic programming language that we call core Hakaru. Fig. 2 defines its syntax.
Real numbers r ∈ R Variables x
Terms e, m, M ::= x r −e e + e e e dGauss e e e () (e , e) fst e snd e lebesgue normal e e return e do {x m; M } do {factor e; M } Types α, β ::= 1 R α × β M α The program in eq. (1) is composed of nested do {x e; e} constructs, for which we use this shorthand notation: do {x 1 m 1 ; do {x 2 m 2 ; . . . ; do {x n m n ; M } . . .}} ≡ do {x 1 m 1 ; x 2 m 2 ; . . . ; x n m n ; M }. (2) Core Hakaru programs are written in a mochastic (monadic-stochastic) style. Just as a monadic bind operator assigns a variable to the result of an effectful computation, the core Hakaru " " operator defines a variable distributed according to the expression on the right hand side. As a special case, the combination of and the return primitive corresponds to let-binding (written as = in the original model).
Terms that denote measures (which generalize distributions) have type M in core Hakaru. Fig. 3 describes the typing rules for terms of measure type; the omitted rules are standard. The final line of the blr program in eq. (1) returns the noisy reading of the run-time paired with the corresponding slope and intercept. This agrees with the type M (R × (R × R)), which states that the program denotes a measure over nested tuples of real numbers.
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We can say that the program in eq. (1) represents the joint measure P (x + ϵ, a, b). The joint decomposes into the prior P (a, b), and the likelihood P (x + ϵ | a, b):
Let us define each element of the right-hand-side of eq. (3). The prior P (a, b) represents what we believe, before observing data, about how a and b are distributed. In blr we express this as a program of type M (R × R):
The likelihood P (x + ϵ | a, b) is how we believe a measurement of the running time depends on a and b. It is a conditional measure, and we can express it as function from (a, b) to a program of type M R:
To create the joint measure, the factors in eq. (3) must be linked together by an operation on measures that is notated ⊗ and pronounced "bind x":
As this definition illustrates, monadic bind is an important construct for composing larger programs out of smaller building blocks in general purpose languages, and core Hakaru applies the same principle in the probabilistic setting.
The grammar in fig. 2 contains some constructs that we have not yet discussed. There are routine operators for arithmetic (−) and destructors for pair types (fst, snd). The lebesgue construct defines the Lebesgue measure-the unique-up-to-scale translation invariant measure on R.
To understand factor, we note that measures can often be re-written in terms of lebesgue and factor. Formally, this means that for some measures m, there is a function f : R → R + such that:
This is what it means for m to have a density f with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We can use factor in conjunction with lebesgue to express a large class of measures over the reals. For example, core Hakaru provides the dGauss construct: dGauss µ σ x denotes the density of N (µ, σ ) at x with respect to lebesgue. This gives us an alternate definition for the Gaussian distribution:
For more intuition about factor we can interpret a core Hakaru program as an importance sampler for its underlying measure. Now each sample from an importance sampler is paired with a non-negative weight. This weight is 1 for the primitive measures provided by the language, and is multiplied by the argument to factor in programs that use the construct.
When run as a sampler, the program in eq. (7) produces real-valued samples, but how do we know that they follow the correct Gaussian distribution? The factor construct assures this by reweighting the sample by the density of N (µ, σ ) at that value. While each real value is as likely to show up as any other (as they are all being roughly drawn from lebesgue), the importance weights will reshape the distribution of samples to approximate the required Gaussian distribution.
We note that sampling from programs that use lebesgue and factor is a good approach to intuition but a bad one for inference. This is largely because of the impossibility of sampling from the canonical distribution on reals associated with the Lebesgue measure. We can handle this problem separately with a transformation that recognizes densities and converts a program that uses lebesgue to one that uses probability measures having well-known sampling algorithms. The Hakaru probabilistic programming system provides such a simplification transformation , typically used in the inference step to obtain more efficient samplers.
Inference on Probabilistic Programs
The modeling constructs shown thus far are largely consistent across probabilistic programming systems; the differences lie in the inference algorithms.
Typically we observe data for a subset of the variables in our model. While the blr model describes a measure over possible values of the variables a, b, and x + ϵ, we observe data only for the variable x + ϵ. The observed data restricts the space of possibilities, and we are interested in how a and b behave in this restricted space. In Bayesian terminology, we are interested in the posterior distribution.
Inference is about computing queries on the posterior. Now, many queries on a distribution can be approximately answered given a set of samples from that distribution. Thus we can intuitively perform inference by generating samples according to the model, throwing away those that are incompatible with our observations (by assigning to such samples a weight of 0), and computing our queries on the resultant set. This technique is also known as rejection sampling.
Although rejection sampling is useful for pedagogy, the inefficiency of wasted work makes it not so useful in practice. Additionally, the method cannot be used for observing continuous variables, when there is zero probability of matching our observations exactly.
In practice, probabilistic programming systems implement more efficient inference techniques to obtain and query posterior distributions. Systems have adapted approximate methods based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Milch et al. 2007; Wingate et al. 2011 ] and variational inference [Kucukelbir et al. 2015; Wingate and Weber 2013] , as well as exact techniques based on abstract interpretation, factor graphs, data flow analysis, and Bayes nets [Claret et al. 2013; McCallum et al. 2009; Minka et al. 2014] .
Although there are various inference techniques, across them lies the same conceptual step of first obtaining the posterior distribution. This step is called conditioning. Every inference method first conditions the joint to obtain the posterior, and then converts the posterior into a unique representation suitable for querying.
Thus, a modular approach to inference would decouple the conditioning and the querying steps. Most systems however do not harness this modularity. Inference methods typically take three inputs-model, data, and query of interest-and repeat the work needed to perform conditioning. For example, consider a function mh that implements Metropolis-Hastings MCMC sampling (described in its most general form by Tierney [1998] ) and has the following type:
This function takes a joint measure (the model) as its first argument and constrains its first dimension with an observation (the data) given by the second argument. The third argument is a function used for querying a set of samples (represented as [β] ) and producing some output γ . Implicitly, this inference method performs conditioning, obtains the posterior as a set of samples, and then queries that set. Suppose that in our running example we observe x + ϵ = t, and that we want to compute the expected value of a given this observation. Given a function expect of type [R × R] → R, we could use Metropolis-Hastings sampling to approximate this value:
Inference based on a slightly different method like Gibbs sampling [explained by Casella and George 1992; Resnik and Hardisty 2009] would have a type very similar to the one for mh. A gibbs method could even share the code used by mh to implement conditioning-after all both methods query a set of samples. Inference based on an exact method such as abstract interpretation, however, would need a different representation of the posterior, and might end up significantly duplicating the work done to perform conditioning.
We thus seek a reusable conditioning tool that produces the posterior in a format that can be manipulated by different inference methods. We choose this format to be a program in core Hakaru, and implement a conditioning program transformation that when given data takes us from a core Hakaru program representing the model to one representing the posterior. Let us specify this transformation formally and look at examples of what it would produce.
2 CONDITIONING VIA DISINTEGRATION Let us specify a conditioning transformation on core Hakaru programs. To perform conditioning on our running example, we seek a function that when given the joint P (x + ϵ, a, b), produces the posterior P (a, b | x + ϵ ). The posterior is a conditional measure, i.e., a function from the observed running time x + ϵ to a measure over possible values of (a, b).
A commonly accepted specification for conditioning comes from the measure-theoretic concept of disintegration [covered in Billingsley 1995; Pollard 2001] :
When this relation holds, we say that the marginal measure P (x + ϵ ) and the posterior measure P (a, b | x + ϵ ) form a disintegration of the joint measure P (x + ϵ, a, b). We could motivate this specification by appealing to intuition from elementary probability theory. Recall that if the terms P (x + ϵ ), P (a, b | x + ϵ ), and P (x + ϵ, a, b) denoted probabilities rather than measures, Bayes' rule is precisely eq. (10) with ⊗ replaced by multiplication (·). Previously, we saw that the terms in eq. (3) symbolized the core Hakaru programs in eqs. (4) and (5). Here too, the terms in eq. (10) symbolize core Hakaru programs; this time we want to automatically derive them. We use these symbols in a specification, expressed in core Hakaru by expanding the definition of ⊗:
This specifies a conditioning transformation for the blr example. We can generalize this to specify a conditioning transformation for all core Hakaru programs:
If we build a tool that, when given a core Hakaru program m produces the program µ and function κ such that eq. (12) is satisfied, we will know that the tool implements conditioning. Now, if we are able to find a marginal and a posterior measure such that eq. (12) (and thus eq. (11)) is satisfied, and if we can assume that the marginal has a density f with respect to lebesgue, then we are better off building a transformation-let us call it disintegrate-that satisfies a slightly different specification:
Eq. (13) falls out from our assumptions:
≡ [definition of density, eq. (6)] do {t do {t lebesgue; factor ( f t ); return t }; p κ t; return (t , p)} (15)
Our assumption that the marginal has a density with respect to lebesgue is not unrealistic-most marginals over R that arise naturally in probabilistic programs have this property. It is certainly true of P (x + ϵ ) in the running example.
Additionally, in eq. (16), the right hand side of the expression p . . . is not the true posterior, but rather something proportional to it. Fortunately, this is adequate for a large class of querying algorithms [Tierney 1998 ]. We thus require that disintegrate produce this term generally for all input measures m, giving us the specification in eq. (13).
The specification in eq. (13) hints at the type for disintegration with respect to lebesgue:
Disintegrations do not always exist, and when they do they are not unique. Ackerman et al. [2011] show that a disintegrator must fail to find solutions for a language that can express all and only computable distributions. Core Hakaru is not expressive enough to represent all computable distributions, so it is unclear what disintegrations can be expressed. In our system we express failure and non-uniqueness of disintegration by having the type of disintegrate return a list of possible answers. For ease of exposition we omit this detail in the paper.
Disintegrating the Regression Example. For the blr example, our implemented disintegrate produces the following program:
To understand this result, we can think of disintegration as "slicing" a measure. When we disintegrate a measure we slice it at the values of its observed variables (such as x + ϵ), giving rise to a measure over the remaining variables (such as a and b).
Thus the result of calling disintegrate here is a function, and it represents the posterior measure over a and b given x + ϵ = t. The input to the function is a real value t representing the data. The body of the function differs from the blr model in two ways. First, it is a distribution over a and b alone. Second, the bindings for x and ϵ are replaced by a factor expression that uses t.
In general, disintegrate replaces the binding for an observed variable with a factor involving the observed value. This factor comes from the probability mass assigned to the observed value by the likelihood (eq. (5) in our running example). We can interpret this factor as re-weighting the priors over a and b, i.e., updating our beliefs after observing data.
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Disintegrations that satisfy the specification in eq. (13) represent posterior distributions [Chang and Pollard 1997; Shan and Ramsey 2017] . The blr example satisfies this specification:
This paper is about extending disintegration to handle arrays. To motivate and describe this extension, we first implement our version of scalar disintegration based on the work of Shan and Ramsey [2017] .
IMPLEMENTING DISINTEGRATION
We now detail our implementation of Shan and Ramsey's disintegration technique. We implement disintegration as a program transformation whose input and output languages are both core Hakaru. Internally however, our disintegrator works with the extended language shown in fig. 4 .
The goal of the disintegrator is to constrain the values of observed variables in the input program. We cannot always satisfy the constraints, and in such cases disintegrate fails to produce a result. Thus we design our implementation around recording dependencies and propagating constraints on bound variables.
The internal language extends core Hakaru with heaps, bindings, and locations. A heap is an ordered collection of bindings, where each binding is either a factor term or a location bound ( Atomic terms u ::= x −u u + e e + u u e e u fst u snd u dGauss u e e dGauss e u e dGauss e e u Head normal forms v ::= u r lebesgue normal e e return e do {x m; M } do {factor e; M } () (e , e) Terms e, m, M ::= v x −e e + e e e dGauss e e e fst e snd e Types α, β :: to a measure expression. Locations (notatedx) are used by the disintegrator to track variables (notated x) originally bound in the input program. We order heaps with the oldest binding on the left, and the scope of a location follows this order.
To further streamline the recording and propagation of constraints, the internal language reorganizes terms into atomic terms and head normal forms. Atomic terms represent operations with at least one free variable. This makes observing atomic terms impossible, and disintegration (correctly) fails in these cases.
Disintegration is carried out mathematically by manipulating integrals [Chang and Pollard 1997; Shan and Ramsey 2017] , and the disintegration of compound expressions (composed of multiple variables) is defined in terms of a change-of-variables operation. This operation involves differentiation with respect to one of the variables while keeping the others constant. To achieve this we need to evaluate the other variables to a locally constant head normal form. Thus we follow Shan and Ramsey [2017] in defining our disintegrator in terms of "forward" evaluating and "backward" constraining functions:
The four functions are defined in fig. 5 . The functions ▷ > and ▷ both partially evaluate [Fischer et al. 2011 [Fischer et al. , 2008 their input terms (notated ⌈α⌉) to head normal form (notated ⌊α⌋). Now the disintegrator is non-effectful in that no random numbers are generated while producing the posterior program. Thus for ▷ >, evaluating measure terms to head normal form means simulating the act of making a random choice. We do this by emitting a binding for the measure to be evaluated, and returning a fresh variable that is atomic in the scope of the heap and the term during disintegration. The four functions of the disintegrator may add to but never look at this set of emissions.
Emissions occur in the ▷ > cases of lebesgue, normal, and an atomic measure term u. On a return measure ▷ > evaluates the point at which all probability mass is located.
Another role of ▷ > is to record bindings onto the heap. To track a variable x bound by x m, ▷ > generates a locationx, stores the bindingx m on the heap, and replaces x withx within its scope. The heap is also used for storing factor expressions. In both cases, the disintegrator is lazy [Launchbury 1993] in that these expressions are stored without inspection or evaluation.
where e is not in head normal form,
→ similar to the fst case (33)
where
→ ⊥ where v is in head normal form (51) For most cases, we define ▷ as a standard partial evaluator. The cases for pair accessors fst and snd work by evaluating the argument and either recursively evaluating the sub-term or building a piece of code when the argument is atomic. For some operations that define atomic terms in fig. 4 (+, −, and ), we use smart constructors that can simplify their arguments in special cases.
When the input term is a locationx, ▷ retrieves its binding from the heap and calls ▷ > on the associated measure term. The monadic binding forx is modified into a deterministic let-binding that uses return, signalling the act of having made a random choice.
The functions < ◁ and ◁ constrain a term to be the observation t. Constraining a measure translates to computing the probability density (with respect to lebesgue) of that measure. Thus for a normal r 1 r 2 expression < ◁ stores factor (dGauss r 1 r 2 t ) on the heap, and for lebesgue it returns the heap unchanged. Just like ▷ >, < ◁ also records monadic bind and factor expressions.
For a return term < ◁ calls ◁ on its point of mass. Many cases fail (with ⊥) since return has no density with respect to lebesgue when the point mass is a constant. For the − case we constrain the value of the ◁ to be −t, as we would when changing the variable of integration. In the case of + we could go forward on the first operand and constrain the second, or vice versa. This choice leads the disintegrator to provide two possible answers using ⊔. In general, disintegration is nondeterministic in that it can produce multiple correct posterior distributions [Shan and Ramsey 2017] . In this paper we choose which output to describe based on simplicity.
On a locationx, ◁ retrieves the heap binding and calls < ◁ on the associated measure term. The locationx is then let-bound to return t, signalling that this variable has been observed.
In summary, disintegration has three failure modes -when constraining an atomic term, when constraining a term that has been evaluated, and when constraining the same term multiple times. The implementation is designed to track these constraints.
Defining and Tracing an Algorithm
Given this implementation, we can describe an algorithm to perform conditioning:
The algorithm consists of three steps. Let us disintegrate blr and trace these steps:
(1) First we execute the input program m symbolically by calling ▷ > [] m. This populates the heap with each monadic (and factor) binding that we encounter in the syntax tree until we reach the final line of the program (returning a pair). This is shown in fig. 6a . (2) Next we condition on the first of the pair. Given the type of disintegrate, we expect that this is the term to be conditioned. We introduce the observation by invoking ◁ h 1 (fst v) t. This is shown in fig. 6b . We use the notation [ ] as a shorthand denoting the previous heap, i.e., we use this when the heap is unchanged between successive lines of the trace. The notation [
; b] denotes the previous heap concatenated with the binding b. In this step we observe that x + ϵ = t, and we choose to first evaluatex, as seen by the sub-call ▷ [...] [[x] ]. This in turn triggers evaluation ofā i +b, and we emit bindings for a z and b z . We also indicate thatā andb have been evaluated by updating them to let-bindings on the heap. This is informative to any procedures that might try later to constrain either of these locations. The result of evaluatingx is thus a z i + b z .
We use this result to constrain the noiseε, as seen in the sub-call
This introduces a factor binding into the heap expressing the density of normal 0 1 at the observed value. (3) Finally, we construct the posterior distribution by stitching together the emissions, final heap, and the second element of the pair:
In this last step we also convert locations back to variables, beta-reduce, and eliminate unused bindings to obtain the succinct core Hakaru output shown in eq. (18).
These three steps form the template for every disintegration computed with the functions in fig. 5 . This includes cases involving tuples of data, which form an important intermediate step as we move towards more realistic examples involving arrays.
Making Two Measurements. We can develop the blr example to make two measurements of the running time of our algorithm. Consider an experiment where we noisily measure the running time first at i 1 and then at i 2 iterations: running time no. of iterations
Here we model the slope a and intercept b as we did in eq. (1). For ease of exposition, we directly model the noisy measurements as y 1 and y 2 , making use of the fact that:
We can trace the algorithm as we did in the one-measurement case:
(1) We populate the heap as we traverse the term. This is shown in fig. 7a . fig. 7b . This trace looks smaller than the one in fig. 6b , but only because we reformulated the model using the identity in eq. (55). Without this reformulation we would be dealing with (x 1 + ϵ 1 ) and (x 2 + ϵ 2 ) instead of y 1 and y 2 , leading to roughly twice as many function calls as those in fig. 6b .
(a) Forward evaluation of the program 3) The final output (after beta-reduction and unused-binding-elimination) follows the same structure as before, containing one factor term for each noisy measurement:
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. . .
(a) Going forward on the input program
(b) Constraining the value of the observed variable Observing a variable removes its binding and multiplies a weight into the measure. In this case we observe two variables, and the total weight is a product of the weights occurring in the two factor expressions.
The Problem with Unrolling
As touched upon by the trace in fig. 7b , the disintegrator unrolls any structures that are observed in the input program. This creates inefficiencies that are exacerbated as the amount of data increases. In the model in eq. (54) we construct a pair out of two separately bound noisy values; in a sense this input program is already unrolled. However, the output of the disintegrator would not change if we instead generated a pair of noisy measurements using a function (such as ⊗):
The disintegrator in fig. 5 would produce a result identical to the one seen in eq. (56)-the pair of noisy values would be unrolled and the output program would be flattened in relation to the input model. Ideally we'd make several measurements to estimate the slope and intercept in blr. We might use tuples or arrays of arbitrary length to store these measurements, and the earlier method of unrolling the pair structure will have to be generalized to these arbitrary-length structures. Such an approach is conceptually sound; systems such as PSI [Gehr et al. 2016 ] unroll their arrays.
We could encode arrays in core Hakaru using nested tuples: (x + ϵ 1 , (x + ϵ 2 , (x + ϵ 3 , . . .))). The disintegrator in fig. 5 can already handle such nested tuples, but producing a disintegration will take time and space linear in the size of the input, i.e., in the number of scalar elements in the array. This is not desirable, considering that we expect to condition our models on large quantities of data.
The problem seems especially grim when we consider deeper structures, i.e., when we move from singly-indexed to multiply-indexed arrays. Whereas an array of n numbers takes O(n) time and space to disintegrate, an array of n arrays each of n numbers takes O(n 2 ) time and space. In a modular approach to inference, this increase in the size of the output program would adversely affect any transformation that we may wish to use downstream from disintegrate.
This motivates a new technique for disintegrating probabilistic programs that contain arrays of stochastic variables, one that manipulates arrays symbolically and without unrolling. First, we extend the language of programs to allow the expression and manipulation of arrays.
AN ARRAY PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGE
We extend core Hakaru with constructs for writing array probabilistic programs. Fig. 8 describes this extended language.
Real numbers r ∈ R Natural numbers n ∈ N Variables x Terms e, l, m, M ::= x r n −e e + e e e dGauss e e e e = e () (e , e) fst e snd e lebesgue normal e e return e do {x m; M } do {factor e; M } counting array l x . e idx e e plate l x . m size e Types α, β ::= 1 R N α × β ⟨α⟩ M α We can understand this language by example. Consider that we update blr to make k noisy measurements of the running time at evenly-spaced iterations. Concretely, imagine that we measure the running times at 100 iterations, then 200, 300, and so on until we reach k × 100 iterations: running time no. of iterations
In this model we use a new construct: plate. This is a primitive used for expressing loops containing stochastic computation. The construct derives its name from "plate notation", a shorthand used in the literature on graphical models and Bayesian inference [as reviewed in Buntine 1994], representing variables that repeat.
The output of plate is an array that collects the result of each loop iteration. The first argument is the size of this array, i.e., the number of loop iterations. The second argument is a variable (of type N) representing an index for each iteration. This variable takes scope over the third argument, which represents the body of the loop. The body has measure type, indicating that each iteration is a stochastic computation.
In the model in eq. (58), we use plate to draw a noisy measurement of each of the running times from 100 iterations to k × 100 iterations. These k measurements are stored into the array y that is bound as the result of calling plate.
The language in fig. 8 introduces a few additional array constructs. Fig. 9 shows the typing rules for these primitives; we discuss them further below. The array constructor is used for generating an array. The first two arguments are identical to those for the plate primitive. The third argument is an expression that describes each element of the array. For example, array 100 x . x defines an array of the first 100 natural numbers.
The remaining additions to core Hakaru are straightforward. The set of types now includes the natural numbers N and the type of arrays, notated ⟨α⟩. Terms can contain natural numbers n, while the addition and negation operations are overloaded to work on both real and natural numbers. Furthermore, we assume that natural numbers can be implicitly promoted to reals when necessary. The counting primitive denotes the unique translation-invariant measure over N. While the size primitive obtains the length of an array, the idx primitive indexes into an array at a given expression of type N. Finally, the = primitive returns 1 if two expressions represent the same natural number, and 0 otherwise.
DISINTEGRATING PROGRAMS WITH ARRAYS
Given a probabilistic program written in the language of fig. 8 , we want to extend disintegrate to automatically produce the posterior distribution in the same language. For the model in eq. (58), we want to produce:
This is a conditional measure where the input t is an array of real values. This output generalizes the result in eq. (56) from a having a product of 2 to a product of k factors, each of which is derived from the density of the Gaussian distribution representing a noisy measurement. To set up disintegrate to produce this symbolic product, we extend the language of fig. 8 . Atomic terms u ::= x −u u + e e + u u e e u fst u snd u idx u e idx e u size u dGauss u e e dGauss e u e dGauss e e u u = e e = u Head normal forms v ::= u r n () (e , e) counting lebesgue normal e e return e do {x m; M } do {factor e; M } plate l x . m array l x . e Terms e, l, m, M ::
..]⟩ x −e e + e e e dGauss e e e e = e fst e snd e idx e e size e Types α, β ::= 1 R N α × β ⟨α⟩ M α Fig. 10 shows the internal language used for disintegrating array probabilistic programs. As in the case of the previous internal language (of fig. 4 ), we track bound variables by extending the input language with a heap of bindings. When a binding originates under an array, it would in principle be repeated many times on the heap. To express this repetition succinctly, the internal language introduces index variables. Index variables, or indices for short, are variables of type N that are used for tracking repeated expressions. Notatedx, they are created by the disintegrator when it goes under the binder of array and plate expressions. Just as a locationx represents the variable bound from x e, an indexx represents the bound variable in array l x . e or plate l x . e.
A Language of Repeated Bindings
While a location is bound on the heap, an index is bound by a list notated [x ·l ...]. Here each element of the list is an index variable paired with an expression of type N that denotes the length of the corresponding array. Since the language permits arbitrary nesting of arrays, the list can contain zero or more elements. The ordering of the elements matters here, and the list-being a binding form-contains no repetitions. We label this structure a pairwise-distinct list, and refer to its instances as binding-lists.
The binding-list represents repetition. An expression together with a binding-list such as the pairwise-distinct list [x 1 · l 1 , . . . ,x n · l n ] compactly represents that expression repeated a total of l 1 · · · l n times, with any uses of the variablesx 1 , . . . ,x n updated accordingly. When an expression is augmented with a binding-list we deem the expression lifted.
Every binding is now lifted. This means that locations and weights are (conceptually) repeated zero or more times on the heap. When a location is used, it must be "applied" to a list of indices to select from all the symbolic bindings under that location. This list-notated [x ...]-contains indices alone, and is akin to an array accessor or selector. We refer to its instances as selector-lists.
The scoping rules for locations on the heap remain unchanged from the previous disintegratorolder bindings are to the left and take scope over younger bindings to the right. Binding-lists, on the other hand, take scope only over the rest of the current binding. This is better illustrated via an example heap: Just as conditioning on a pair of terms involves disintegrating each subterm, conditioning on an array involves successive disintegration on each array element. Thus, the four functions of disintegration are themselves lifted:
The binding-lists here take scope over the rest of the arguments-the term being disintegrated and the observation (when present). This captures any indices and the selector-lists of locations used within the term or the observation. -we now store a lifted binding. In these cases we lift the bindings with the binding-list of the current function. In these cases we also generate a fresh location, and all bindings of that location are selected for use, i.e, we apply each use of that location to a list of all indices in the current binding-list.
Extending the Previous Disintegrator
Thus, in most cases the lifting binding-list remains unchanged. We can now consider one-by-one the cases that use the binding-list non-trivially.
The plate constructor is a measure operation that encapsulates repeated measure terms. For this case ▷ > and < ◁ both store on the heap a binding for e in plate l x . e. Since plate itself repeats e l times, the binding is lifted by the current binding-list extended with a fresh elementx ·l. Since plate returns an array, ▷ > and < ◁ need to recur on all l bindings in an array form. For this purpose we use the multiloc constructor ⟨x[x ...]⟩, which denotes an array of locations. It is applied to a selector-list whose length is one less than the size of the binding-list for the corresponding location bound on the heap.
The idx operator generalizes fst and snd to the array case. Thus when either operand of idx e 1 e 2 is atomic, the result looks similar to handling pair destructors on an atomic operand: ▷ returns code while ◁ fails. When the index operand (e 2 ) is an index variable, we symbolically access an element of the array operand e 1 . For an array expression this involves substitution of the index variable into the body of the array. For a multiloc expression we extend its selector-list to select the corresponding location. Both ▷ and ◁ recur on the newly accessed term. We note that neither function currently handles the case of indexing into an array at non-atomic and non-index operands such as literal numbers.
The array and multiloc constructors are head normal forms; ▷ does not treat them specially. For ◁ the case for pairs is informative-we go under the structure and make successive calls to ◁ for each element. We repeat disintegration by extending the binding-list for ◁ with a fresh index variable. In the array case we substitute this index under the binder and call ◁ on the body. In the multiloc case we select a location by extending its selector-list, and we call ◁ on the resulting term.
Constraining the array and multiloc constructors repeatedly constrains each element to be the corresponding element of the observed variable t (obtained using idx). While t is guaranteed by the type-system to be an array, we introduce a guard that constrains the size of t. This size check appears in the output in eq. (59). To see the need for this constraint we consider the new specification of disintegrate. Specifying Disintegration on Arrays. The specification of disintegration depends on the type of the observed variable. Previously we specified disintegration when the input data is a real number, where lebesgue is used as the base measure. When observing pairs of real numbers, we update our specification and disintegrate with respect to lebesgue ⊗ (λ_. lebesgue). When observing arrays of real numbers, the specification becomes: do {n counting; t plate n _. lebesgue; p disintegrate m t; return (t , p)} ≡ m
Here the sub-expression do {n counting; plate n _. lebesgue} actually defines the disjoint union of Lebesgue measures on R n for each value of n. To select the correct base measure from this disjoint union, the output of disintegrate must apply a guard checking the size of the input array t and the observed variable inside the model. Now only the cases for locations remain to be described. 
Putting It All Together
We can now describe a complete method of conditioning the k-measurement blr model from eq. (58). The three-step algorithm in eq. (52) is still valid for the new disintegrator:
(1) The first step is that of traversing the input term and populating the heap, as shown in fig. 13a . (2) Fig. 13b shows the second step of performing lifted disintegration on this model. Here we note that there is a constant number of calls to ◁. This number is independent of the size of the observed array, in contrast to the case of disintegrating (nested) pairs. (3) The final step is that of combining the resultant emissions, heap, and residual program:
All that remains is to convert this program from the internal language to the input language.
(b) Constraining the observed array In the case of lifted disintegration, this conversion first involves the following changes:
• Expressions that represent lifted bindings are converted to plate expressions:
factor [x ·l ...]. e =⇒ _ plate l x . ... do {factor e; return ()} (105)
• Expressions that select lifted bindings are converted to idx expressions:
After these changes, the usual beta-reduction and unused-binding-elimination transformations give us the desired posterior representation from eq. (59).
EVALUATION
Our disintegrator was evaluated using Hakaru, a suite of program transformations for a language with additional types (such as booleans), operations (such as exp, log, and sin) and distributions (such as binomial, beta, bernoulli, categorical, uniform, and gamma). We looked at the benchmarks distributed with the R2 inference system [Nori et al. 2014] , which comprise 11 of the 21 benchmarks used by Gehr et al. [2016] to evaluate their simplifier for probabilistic programs. Of these 11 benchmarks, 4 models do not use arrays:
• Burglar alarm: Probability of burglary given sounding of alarm • Grass: Probability that it is raining given grass is wet • Noisy or: Infer the values of boolean nodes related by noisy-or functions • Two coins: Marginal distribution of two fair coins when at least one landed on tails Lifted disintegration matches the behavior of Shan and Ramsey's disintegrator in these cases. The machinery for symbolic conditioning of arrays developed in this paper does not hamper the performance of the disintegrator on models that do not observe arrays.
The remaining 7 models use arrays:
• Clinical trial: Evaluate a medical treatment based on control and experimental outcomes • Coin bias: Estimate the bias of a coin • Digit recognition: Recognize digits from handwriting • HIV: Tuning the parameters of a linear HIV dynamical model • Linear regression: Fit a line through observed points • Survey unbias: Estimate the gender bias of a Gaussian modeled population • True skill: Use the outcomes of a series of games to infer the skill levels of players Lifted disintegration correctly handles 6 out of these 7 models. The remaining benchmark-True skill-contains conditionals inside arrays, and it is a work in progress to condition such models symbolically and without unrolling arrays.
On these array benchmarks the original disintegration algorithm requires time linear in the number of scalar elements in the observed array. We expect the PSI system of Gehr et al. [2016] to exhibit similar performance, as PSI unrolls loops as well. This is why Gehr et al. evaluate the system on data sets truncated to up to 784 data points.
In contrast, the current approach using lifted disintegration takes time linear in the number of indices used to select an element of the array. All of the benchmarks that we have discussed use either singly-indexed or doubly-indexed arrays, giving lifted disintegration a big performance edge over other symbolic conditioning approaches. In the case of PSI it is tricky to quantify the slowdown because PSI combines conditioning with simplification whereas Hakaru separates these two transformations.
In addition to the R2 benchmarks, lifted disintegration works for various micro-benchmarks that manipulate arrays via mapping, transposing, and copying. The transformation produces posterior distributions in time independent of the number of scalar elements of the array.
DISCUSSION
We have extended the automatic disintegrator described by Shan and Ramsey [2017] to condition arrays of stochastic variables. Notably, the extended disintegrator handles arrays symbolically, i.e., without unrolling the loops that represent the body of the array. The time taken for our automatic disintegrator to produce the posterior distribution is independent of the length of the array, and linearly proportional to the number of indices needed to select an element. This is only the beginning, as there are many foreseeable extensions to array disintegration.
An important extension would be to handle conditionals. The languages described in this paper lack conditionals since the current system does not handle control-flow uncertainty under arrays. For example, consider the program: do {µ normal 0 1; p plate 50 _. do {b bern 0.5; if b (normal µ 1) (normal (µ + 5) 1)}; return (p , µ)} (108)
The bern primitive denotes the Bernoulli distribution, which we use here to simulate a fair coin toss. Now the disintegrator lazily flattens the input program, which means that bindings inside loops may end up lifted out into their own array forms. If we pull conditionals out of the body of plate in the same manner, we risk changing the meaning of the program. The current system avoids this by failing upon encountering a conditional when disintegration is lifted, i.e., when the current binding-list is non-empty. While we can perceive a solution that duplicates code, we seek a more symbolic solution for a variety of programs that mix arrays and conditionals.
One use-case of conditionals is in expressing array accesses of the form "all elements except one". Such accesses occur in the conditional proposal distributions of Gibbs samplers, which are useful in a wide variety of applications [such as document classification, as described by Resnik and Hardisty 2009] . Extending the current technique to handle conditionals would thus allow us to observe and infer mutually exclusive sections of arrays.
Another significant extension would be to allow dependencies between array elements. The plate primitive can only express stochastic loops where elements drawn in one iteration are independent of those in subsequent (or previous) iterations. Looking to the future, we desire symbolic conditioning of arrays where the elements have chain-like dependencies. For example, consider a primitive chain having the type:
Here the loop body (given by the third argument) is dependent on the previous state (of type s) to produce a measure over some value (of type a) and a new state. Being able to disintegrate programs that use this primitive would be useful for handling Hidden Markov Models and topic models [reviewed by Steyvers and Griffiths 2006] . We believe that the lifted technique described in this paper is an elegant step towards symbolically conditioning arrays. The approach of using indices to represent repetition shows promise in being extensible-we envision using boolean variables to represent conditionals, and generalizing from array-sizes to shapes that represent more exotic data structures. We look forward to the role of sophisticated symbolic conditioning in a world of increasingly rich probabilistic models.
